
Marketing / Digital Content Creator Intern

Come join Seer – Seer’s “Sensors enhance senses” and is an AI startup seed funded by Tim Draper
and Draper Associates. We envision enabling perceptive machines for a more discerning and less
discriminatory future. Enhancing the discernment of intention, emotion, cognition and action is our
purpose. Building the best reality detector to clear the pure, making more trust more worthy is our
current mission and its underlying technologies have been extensively validated by expert users. More
and more people are discovering that its Reality Detector Product is able to tell if a person’s statement
about what they did last weekend is a truth or a lie and we aim to start de-materializing and
democratizing such technologies within two years.

Marketing / Digital Content Creator Intern

Responsibilities

● Assist with the creation of marketing materials, including videos, slides, brochures, flyers, and
social media content

● Research and analyze industry trends and competitors to inform marketing strategies
● Contribute to the development and execution of video marketing campaigns
● Assist with the planning and execution of marketing that is needed for product launches

Qualifications

● Proficiency in Adobe Creative Suite (Premier Pro,Photoshop, Illustrator,)
● Experience with social media platforms and email marketing tools
● Detail-oriented, artistic and organized
● Ability to work independently and in a team environment

Qualities

● Somebody zealous to equalize the master slave dialectic by democratizing the polygraph and
transcend the subject object duality by empowering and educating the deceived.

● Have a growth mindset, be conscientious and be willing to set stretch goals for yourself.
● Self-starter, Intrinsically Motivated, Autodidactic, Collaborative, Creative, Dedicated, Antifragile.
● Be open to new ideas and feedback from others and believability-weighted decision making.

Culture

● Contributing to a catalytic and innovative start-up at the production possibility and technology
frontiers is an opportunity to maximize achievement, authenticity, autonomy and alignment.

● Through novel technology, institutions, non-zero sum thinking and hybrid structures we can
co-create the most free, enlightening and enriching work experiences possible.

● Team members help each other achieve our individual and collective best and learn and grow
together to create outcomes and artifacts we are proud of while enjoying the process.

http://www.aiseer.co
https://digitallifeasia.com/2020/10/09/reality-detector-raises-s500k-from-draper-associates/
https://digitallifeasia.com/2020/10/09/reality-detector-raises-s500k-from-draper-associates/
https://youtu.be/HmLbW4VFTvQ
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/singapore/home-team-tech-htx-fight-crime-future-2607816
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/next-generation-lie-detector-being-developed-for-home-team-use
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6991526996610621440/?commentUrn=urn%3Ali%3Acomment%3A(activity%3A6991526996610621440%2C6991529855288827904)&dashCommentUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afsd_comment%3A(6991529855288827904%2Curn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6991526996610621440)
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6991526996610621440/?commentUrn=urn%3Ali%3Acomment%3A(activity%3A6991526996610621440%2C6991529855288827904)&dashCommentUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afsd_comment%3A(6991529855288827904%2Curn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6991526996610621440)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjtOVQjRL7o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjtOVQjRL7o


Seer’s Selected Achievements • Direct Contract(s) with government; Acceptance into various incubation
programs such as IMDA’s Spark; comparable/superior e�ectiveness to closest competitor (just beginning)

Remuneration

● We o�er a competitive salary excluding free o�ce lunches, support for work-life e�ectiveness and
employee stock options to foster a sense of belonging and long-term alignment.

● A supportive work culture which is optimistic, collaborative, principled and innovative.
● We have a well-equipped, modern and expanding o�ce at JTC Launchpad.

Apply Now!

● Email your resume, including all your relevant experiences, to: [Dennis@aiseer.co] , cc:
[Shahruj@aiseer.co]

● In your email please use [Marketing / Digital Content Creator Intern Full Name] as the email
subject and, include one short paragraph answering “Why do you think you are a good fit for this
role?”, and your earliest available date to begin working and include any additional relevant
information.

https://www.imda.gov.sg/Content-and-News/Innovative-Tech-Companies/AI-Seer

